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About This Content

Little remains of those settlements where the Black Death has passed through. Hasty burials make a mockery of the sacraments
and set a feast for the crows. Once prosperous provinces have been laid waste, and the lord of the land hides away – secluded in
his hilltop fortress, hoping the plague will pass him by. Wiser princes took precautions, and didn’t waste the revenues from more

prosperous years.
But, in time, all must pay The Reaper’s Due.

The Reaper’s Due adds a host of new mechanics centered on the Black Death and other world shaping epidemics. Lock your
gates to keep the plague from infecting your court, even if it means cutting yourself off from your suffering citizens. Peace and

good management will see your provinces reward you with greater wealth and manpower, but constant war and disease may
depopulate your countryside.

The Reaper’s Due introduces many new systems and features to what is already the richest medieval tapestry in
gaming:

The Black Death:

New additions to epidemic system include this super destructive disease and a new map mode that track the expansion of deadly
illnesses.

Court Physicians:
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This new position for learned courtiers opens up a series of events tied to the diagnosis and treatment of diseases with medieval
tech.

Hospitals:

Slow down the spread of epidemics by investing in these outposts that care for the sick and infirm.

Prosperity and Depopulation:

Watch your provinces thrive under your careful attention and degrade under the pressures of diseases run amok.

Seclusion:

Take a page from the Masque of the Red Death and hide yourself away with your court as plagues ravage the countryside.

And even more:

New physical traits, new events chains and a host of smaller changes.
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Thinking in playing a continous side mission shooting bandits and getting rescued hostages would be nice.
This DLC is so broken when you can't even get equipped with guns before doing a hostage mission or pursuit cars. Honestly I
suggest in not getting this DLC since is so broken there are no good points in adding this to your main campaign. Year of the
Snake is better and suitable to play.. This game tried my patience when it came to constantly trying to figure out what
to do next. Some of the later puzzles became tedious and eventually just completely agitating. I really enjoyed the art
style and what the creators were going for story-wise, but I just felt frustrated and lost while playing more often than
not. Give it a try yourself if you really love the whole challenging puzzles, point and click aspect. This just wasn't my
cup of tea.. I got this thinking I could get some foals but it seems that the DLC isnt downloading. Please fix this..
quot;Silentville" will probably fall short of other HO titles, but overall it’s not bad; it can certainly provide a few hours
of fun, doesn’t lack in achievements and trading cards, and at its price it’s almost a steal. If you’re a HO games
collector, this game is worth adding to your collection.. Free Steam Card
. \u0423\u0425\u0410\u0414\u0418 \u0418\u041b\u0418 \u041e\u0422\u041e\u0428\u0415\u041b. I'm so conflicted
about this game. It isn't that long, but has just enough content to be fine. The graphics are decent, the story okay and
the atmosphere claustrophobic. However, there are a few things that make it a bit less awesome.

You have no idea where you are meant to go at any given stage, so once you pick up a key you have to run through the
entire house to try to unlock every locked door. The direction at the end of the game is particularly bad, and if you
make a slight mistake due poor instructions, you die and have to start again.

I am recommending this game because a) it is worth a play through, and b) it is very cheap.. Cute graphics and audio
set, and it's pretty fun to play around. But it only provides local co-op currently, and the control mapping for the arrow
keys side is terrible.

Would love to see an online matching system implemented so it doesn't get boring so quick playing against bots.
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I love the crafting system.. I'm not sure how much I can recommend this game ...

It is obviously inspired by the classic SimTower, but despite Project Highrise being 22 years younger, it isn't all that much
better. In fact, the game has some rather serious flaws. Like the fact that the elevators, possible the most important feature of a
tower, have unlimited capacity. So crowd and traffic control, something that was a great challenge in SimTower, is completely
absent in Project Highrise. There's just no challenge.
However, there are things in Project Highrise that are quite a bit more fun than in SimTower. The tower management (utilities
and different needs) is much deeper and really the true challenge of the game!

I did enjoy Project Highrise quite a bit in the end. Once you know what to expect you'll find yourself trapped into trying to get
an efficient tower going. If you enjoy games like SimTower, you'll most likely will enjoy Project Highrise. Just don't expect a
better game and maybe wait for a sale.. Okay game. Kind of boring.. dont bother, very low res textures and the fireworks make
the framerate drop easily. Even if this were free to play i would still feel ripped off. Currently its a tad buggy. Likes to freeze or
crash every hour or so. What do you expect from something still in beta? Other then that.. its pretty great. Lots of little hilarious
comments from the "suit AI".. Cool little puzzle game, but it's 2 short.
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